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Grade 6 
 

Expressive 
 

Fictional Narrative 
 

Annotated Anchor Set 
 

“Interesting Animal” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Grade 6 
Released Writing Prompt 

 
Interesting Animal 

 

Most people find animals interesting. Imagine you could be your favorite 
animal for a day. Write a story about what you would do if you were that 
animal for a day. 

 
Each paper you will score today was written to the prompt 
above.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

Idea Development 
 
 

Expressive 
Fictional Narrative 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Idea Development score point  0 
 
The student chooses a dragon (driginge), but demonstrates little understanding of 
how to use story elements to develop a fictional story. 
  



Idea Development score point  1 
 
Although the student attempts to use story elements to develop a fictional narrative 
about a panda, ideas and relevant details are limited. (I might live at the zoo . . . . 
eat bamboo for my food. . . . play with the other panda's). 





Idea Development score point  2 
 
The student presents clear ideas about being a hamster for a day. The student 
demonstrates use of story elements such as suspense and dialogue to develop a 
fictional story (“I will give you something else but you will have to wait to see what 
it is”. . . . What could he have gotten me?). 





Idea Development score point  3 
 
The student develops clear and focused ideas about being a cheetah for a day 
through the effective use of story elements (Sprinting full speed at my prey . . . . 
Eating ravenously, as to get my fill before those darned African lions force me from 
my kill. . . . cheetah instincts take control). The student uses descriptive details to 
enrich idea development (Leaping and climbing to the tallest limb of the tree I lay 
down licking the dry blood of the gazelle from my sleek coat). 



 
 
 
 
 

Organization 
 
 

Expressive 
Fictional Narrative 

 
 



Organization  score point  0 

The response includes simple repetitive sentences with no evidence of a beginning, 
middle or ending. The response lacks topic sentences and transitions. 





Organization score point  1 

The response has a beginning but no ending. The response lacks consistent use of topic 
sentences and transitions. Similar ideas are grouped together without appropriate 
indentation (eating, swimming, fighting). Sentences lack variety (I would). The last 
sentence is a run-on. 







Organization score point  2 
 
The response has a clear beginning, middle and ending (I fell asleep `till the next day 
which is a different story). Sequential transitions are evident (I woke up, I arrived, I 
started). Similar ideas are grouped together and paragraphs include appropriate 
spacing. Sentences are varied and mostly correct (There was a hole in the tree that 
was my best friend Python's home). 







Organization score point  3 

The student develops an effective beginning, middle and ending (“Lets just say I 
was monkeying around). The student uses varied transitions between paragraphs 
(While I was celebrating . . . . As soon as my mom left. . . . Next, I tried hanging by 
my tale). Sentences are varied and mostly correct (I would swing through the trees 
until I found a sturdy looking branch. The first branch broke). 



 
 
 
 
 

Voice 
 
 

Expressive 
Fictional Narrative 

 
 



Voice score point  0 
 
The narrative is flat and lifeless. The student uses a limited range of words and 
phrases (and play . . . . and eat). 







Voice score point  1 

The narrative reveals limited personal voice (dream of a new day . . . . great being a 
sheep! BAAA! BAAA! BAAA! BAAA!). While the student uses a few descriptive words 
(pasture, comfier, cozier), most word choice is simple and repetitious (so much fun, that 
would be fun, hope you had fun). 





Voice score point  2 
 
The narrative reveals the personal voice of a “peaceful animal” (prance down to 
the river . . . . mosey on over . . . . meet and greet my lover). The student uses 
descriptive words and phrases (good, old-fashioned sleep; camoflauge; prowling 
around; splended afternoon; graze on the fresh, green, grass). 





Voice score point  3 
 
The narrative consistently reveals an engaging voice and style (“Crimany . . . . 
groaned as the crocidile “dungee”. . . . Another day in the life of a gator. . . . my so 
called “pit”). The student uses a variety of descriptive and original words and 
phrases (murkey, dark, green water; big old foot; hobbled off; snorting their heads 
off; sudenlly enslaved under).



 
 
 
 
 

Conventions 
 
 

Expressive 
Fictional Narrative 

 



Conventions score point  0 
 
Although most words are spelled correctly, the response demonstrates incorrect 
use of grade-appropriate capitalization, punctuation and grammar throughout 
(Well it All Started BeingChased By a ugly Giant). The response has no end 
punctuation.





Conventions score point  1 
 
The writer spells most common words correctly, but other grade-appropriate words 
incorrectly (squrrel, enteract, finde, powand). Some periods are missing. The 
response demonstrates limited control over grade-appropriate grammar and usage 
(First, I go out and see exactly where I am at the wood are around me then see if it 
is hot or cold or sunny or dark today is a very good day). 





Conventions score point  2 
 
Most of the spelling is grade-appropriate. The student uses grade-appropriate 
capitalization and correct end punctuation. Commas are mostly correct. There are 
some errors in grade-appropriate grammar and usage (I struggled to got to my 
mother). 







Conventions score point  3 
 
The student consistently uses grade appropriate spelling (whistling, Gradually, 
thought, edge, motion). The student demonstrates grade-appropriate 
capitalization and punctuation throughout (“Why go to the trees when I could 
hide in the grass?”). The response consistently demonstrates correct grammar 
and usage (As I looked around I heard gun shots and saw birds fly! . . . They must 
have seen my tail when I flipped over onto my side). 
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